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It is just wonderful how unique everything in this world is. It is
not only our thumbprint that tells us that we are different
from one another; doctors would confirm that even our teeth
structure and our footprints can talk about our exclusive
identity. And yet, we are all humans - we belong to the same
species. Come to think of it, it is the same in nature too. The
summers, monsoons, autumns and winters are repeated every
year in our calendars, but, none is exactly like the ones that
came in the years before, and they will never recur either in
the coming years. Each one leaves its imprints in the sands of
time and never comes back. We will always remember May and
June 2021, with dread and antipathy. Today, one year later, we
are again going through the same months, but with such
pleasure and hope, that last year’s angst seems to have faded.
This summer we have seen our children sitting for their
physical Board Exams again; the Form Mornings and School
Council Elections were conducted with familiar fervour; the new
batch of Grade XI students joined school with the usual mix of
trepidation and excitement. It fills us with awe to realize that
we have seen the dregs of life, and come back to the surface
to live again. These are the same months of May and June, but
they are nothing like the year that went before, and the ones
next year will not be anything like these. Perhaps this is what
makes every moment of our lives so very extraordinary, so full
of possibilities. Nothing is like another instant, and nothing will
ever be the same again. So, as the saying goes, ‘Come let us
live life King Size’ so that we have nothing to regret when this
moment passes.

BACK TO SCHOOL!
On 1st and 2nd of June the
students and the staff of
The Kalyani School were
given a special surprise. A
drumming session was
arranged for them by the
Management, to welcome
them back to school after
the summer vacation. The
venue was the Centre for
Performing Arts (CPA), which
has now been equipped with
state of the art musical
instruments. The Kalyaniites
gathered in the CPA
according to the slots
allotted to them and had a
very energetic and fun filled
time playing the Drums,
Tambourines, Bongos,
Djembes, creating wonderful
music together. The whole
session was conducted by
the Co-Curricular Activity
Department (CCA) of the
school. Each and everyone
who participated went away
with a smile and a glad
heart. The whole experience
of the drumming session was
heartwarming. It is one of
the many reasons why every
Kalyaniite loves to come to
school.

THEY DO US PROUD!
On the 3rd of May, the students of
The Kalyani School participated in the
Pune City Karate Competition, 2022.
They gave commendable
performances and the following have
been selected for the state
championship.
Aaradhya Pote - Grade III
Arjun Gujare - Grade VII
Yadnyesh Kuwar - Grade VII
Vivaan Nihalani - Grade VI
Our young Champs are going places
and their passion for sports will
surely pave the way for even bigger
successes in the future.

Brothers, Kartik Nambisan and
Karan Nambisan, of Grade V, took
a commendable initiative to
T.
provide
cool and clean drinking
water to the needy, to beat the
extreme heat of this summer. They
saw several construction workers
toiling in the hot sun from morning
till evening and decided to try to
help them. They collected empty
water bottles and started
distributing cold drinking water in
the afternoons and evenings
everyday. They also contacted
restaurants to join their initiative.
They intend to reach out to the
maximum number of people and
touch their lives. We wish Kartik
and Karan all the best for their
noble initiative.

THEY DO US PROUD!
Our stars shine outside the sports
grounds too. Alaqmar Bohori of
Grade XI Science won the Best
Delegate award and Labonyo
Banerjee of grade X B won the High
Commendation award in the
FairGaze MUN [West and Central
India region], held on June 4th, 2022.
Alaqmar was a delegate of Poland
and was part of the United Nations
Secular Council and Labonyo was a
delegate of Germany and was part
of the United Nations Human Rights
Commission. We commend their
world knowledge and sensitive
hearts.

T.

The Kalyani School boys shone in the sports field this summer. The
Under 14 team brought home the Football Victory Cup, 2022 on 5th
of May. They defeated the opposite team by 5-1 in the finals at
Legends 13 Sports Club, Bibewadi. The boys of Grade XII brought in
more accolades, when they won the Summer Fest on 22nd May, at
PSA Sports Arena - Gangadham. May our heroes continue to amaze
us and do us proud.

THEY DO US PROUD!
Sayesha, of Jr. KG B
participated in the
Beginners’ category at a
Competition organized by
Life Gymnastics Centre at
Chinchwad, and was
awarded the Gold Medal.
The Kalyaniites are proud
of our little champ.

Neil Amin from Grade V B, is a budding poet. He has composed some
beautiful poems on myriad of things, that capture his imagination and
has presented them in the form of a book titled, Nebula. His poems come
in various poetic styles, namely, Cinquains, Haikus, Diamentis, Acrostics,
Limericks and Free Verses. He hopes that his readers will enjoy his ode to
the brilliant cosmic bodies in the ‘Nebula’.

In sports, Hridhaan Shah of
Grade - VII C has distinguished
himself too. He won the
Squash Junior Championship
organized in Mumbai, in the
month of May.

Anika Dubey, of Grade VII D, bagged
the Bronze Medal (in the Girls Under-13
category) in the Asian Junior Squash
Championship held in Pattaya, Thailand
from 15th-19th June, 2022. The
tournament saw participation from
multiple countries, such as Malaysia,
India, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong etc.
Way to go Anika!!

Advika Singh, of Grade VII C,
made us proud by completing the
5 Km run at the Pune Marathon.
We congratulate her energetic
performance on the track.

FUN LEARNING FOR PARENTS

On 11th of June, the
facilitators of the Elementary
Grades of TKS, conducted a
workshop for parents on
Phonics and Fine Motor Skills.
The aim of the workshop was
to shed light on how children
learn to distinguish sounds,
and how this learning helps
them become confident
readers as they grow. The
technical terms and reading
milestones for children were
explained to the parents. The
teachers shared a variety of
activities and tips on how to
make reading fun for children
in their early years. Sound
bag activity, Word blast, Spin
a story, the three-pronged
approach to reading, are
some of the methodologies
which they said are very
effective.

The demonstrations and explanations
were done through a combination of
teacher-made presentations and
YouTube videos. The session on phonics
was followed by a session on fine
motor skills, to emphasize its
importance for the development of
good writing habits. The developmental
milestones of finger muscles were
explained to the parents along with a
few technical terms like, Hand-eye
coordination, Dexterity, Hand
dominance etc. The parents were also
shown many activities that they can
easily do at home with their children, to
improve fine motor skills. The session
was brought to an end with a few
general tips regarding hand dominance
and posture. The teachers guided the
parents about how to motivate and
encourage the children, especially
those who are learning to write. Later
on, the questions raised by the parents
were answered by the coordinators.
The workshop was an overall success
and was much appreciated by the
parents.

SAFETY- A GUEST LECTURE
On 28th June, 2022, the students of
Grade II attended a lecture given by
school Nurse, Ashwini Ma’am, on the
rules of ‘safety’ that need to be
followed at home, in school and on the
playground. A video on the topic was
shown and the students shared their
reflection on the same. They spoke
about what they thought would happen
if rules were not followed. Some of
them narrated their experience on
when they had not followed the safety
rules and what hazard they faced.
Some situations were given and
children came up with strategies on
what to do if they were faced with such
a crisis situation. They came up with
some unique solutions to the problems.
After the session, the students were
asked to recap the rules they had
heard and to add some more rules they
would want to follow. It was a very
interactive and educative session for
the students, and they really enjoyed it.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE II A
On 10th of June, the students of Grade II A presented their Special Assembly
on the topic ‘World Environment Day’. The Assembly started with an
informational video on what children can do to save the environment.
The students depicted through a mime, how humans are causing man-made
calamities like water pollution and air pollution, which are harming not only
Mother Earth, but also their health. As Mother Earth is being destroyed a
little at a time, she too is causing havoc through natural calamities like
earthquakes, tsunamis, floods, etc.
The children then danced on the song where a tree pleads not to cut it, as it
is in pain. The students then recited a poem on why it is important to plant
more trees. At the end, Nirmal Ma’am, the Vice Principal and coordinators
were presented with a sapling, and every parent was given a seed bomb to
plant.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE V D
Every year the 7th of June is observed as World Food Safety Day, to
draw attention and inspire action to help prevent, detect and manage
foodborne risks. It contributes to food security, human health,
economic prosperity, agriculture, market access, tourism and
sustainable development. To commemorate the same, the students of
Class V D presented their Special Assembly on the theme - ‘Safer
Food, Better Health’.
The students presented a chat show ‘Farm2Food’, wherein the food
experts handled various queries put up by the audience. This was
followed by a beautiful dance, depicting the importance of food. The
students emphasized on the fact that food safety is a shared
responsibility between governments, producers and consumers.
Everybody has a role to play from farm to table, to ensure that the
food we consume is safe and will not damage our health. Through
World Food Safety Day, WHO and FAO pursue efforts to mainstream
food safety in the public agenda and reduce the burden of foodborne
diseases globally. The assembly ended with a video highlighting
‘Cross Contamination’ and its effects.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE VII B
The students of Grade VII B presented a Special Assembly on AntiChild Labour Day, which is celebrated in India every year on 12th of
June. The objective of the Assembly was to assert that children are
the most beautiful creation of God, and we must nurture them with a
lot of love and care. They shared a video expressing their views and
informed the audience about how the government over the years, has
taken many initiatives to stop the abuse that children are still a victim
of. Then, with the help of a skit, they presented how the Anti-Child
Labour Act came into existence in India. At the end of the Assembly,
the children recited a heart touching poem in Hindi based on the topic,
to convey that every child deserves a peaceful and secure childhood.
Because of the sensitive handling of the burning issue, the Assembly
was well appreciated by the whole audience.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE IV C
‘Nothing is as precious as life, and if you could gift a life to someone,
there is nothing more beautiful than that’ - keeping that thought in
mind, on 14th of June, the students of Grade IV C presented their
Special Assembly on ‘World Blood Donor Day’. They presented a skit in
Hindi to raise awareness about the need to donate blood. It was
emphasized that blood is not manufactured anywhere, and the only
way to get blood is from the people who are willing to donate it.
Therefore, the more willing all healthy people will be to donate blood,
the better will be the chances to improve health conditions in our
country. It was followed by a dance performance on the song ‘A
Beautiful Day’. The assembly concluded with a theme dance on the
song ‘Heal the World’ where the students displayed meaningful
slogans on the importance of blood donation.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE I B
The students of Grade I B presented their Special Assembly on
‘Father’s Day’, on the 17th of June. The event began with all the
regular elements and then a quiz was conducted for the students and
their fathers on how well they know each other. The children also sang
an action song for their daddies. They surprised their fathers with
greeting cards telling them how much they mean to their children. The
fathers were then called on stage and were wished by the students. It
was indeed a heartwarming event and both the fathers and the
children will cherish its memory for days to come.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE VII C
World Refugee Day is notable because it honours the strength and
courage of people who have been forced to flee their home, due to
either political or natural calamities. The students of Grade VII C
conducted a Special Assembly on 22nd of June, in the school’s
Multipurpose Hall, to celebrate this day. It was a laudable effort to
build empathy and understanding for the plight of these homeless
people, and to recognize their resilience in rebuilding their lives. They
came forward to talk about how 'World Refugee Day' focuses on the
rights, needs and dreams of refugees, helping to mobilize political will
and resources; not only to survive, but also to thrive. The students
also talked about the right of every person to seek safety and shelter,
whoever they are and wherever they come from. They presented a
skit showing the plight of the refugees and sharing the following
message with all Kalyaniites, “We are the future of tomorrow. We will
be taking positions of power. We are going to lead. Let us lead with
example. Let us live our core values of respect, dignity, sincerity,
individuality but most of all the value of empathy.” The Assembly was
a heart-touching experience and the audience will remember it for a
long time.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE XI A
The students of Grade XI A presented their Special Assembly on Global
Wind Day, on 15th June, 2022. This event is celebrated worldwide to
acknowledge the prospects of wind power, its energy, powers and the
possibilities it holds to reshape our energy systems, to decarbonise our
economies and boost job opportunities and growth. The programme
began with a beautiful poem on 'The Nature That Covers Me' which was
written and recited by a student, which reminded us of the beauty of
nature and the need to take care of it. This was followed by an
informative skit, describing the process of manufacturing and the uses
of wind energy. The students gave information on how electricity is
generated by a wind mill and about the new innovations and
technologies that are reshaping wind energy. A well composed song
'Think Green' by Harry K., was sung by them at the end of the Assembly.
The programme was very enjoyable because the entire presentation
was planned and executed by the students.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
GRADE IV D
The students of Grade IV-D presented their Special Assembly on the
topic ‘International Yoga Day’. The students narrated the history and
purpose of celebrating this day. This was followed by a questionanswer session to clear the doubts about yoga exercises. The students
then demonstrated various asanas and explained their importance,
simultaneously. They demonstrated the ‘Surya Namaskar’ step by step,
which is meant for the whole body. It was an educational experience to
watch a dance performance by the students, using Yogasanas, which
exhibited their awareness and dedication towards leading a fit and
healthy lifestyle. The assembly was an attempt to put forth the
message and encourage people to practice regular yoga to achieve a
better life, remain fit and improve concentration.

THE KALYANI SCHOOL HOSTS THE
IC3 FORUM
The Kalyani School hosted the IC3 College and Career Forum, at the
Centre for Performing Arts, on 15th of June. It was an event
organized especially to emphasize the necessity to set up Career
Council cells in every High School. Students are being given the best
of academic facilities in many of the schools, but the path after
they pass out from school is not always clear because the
facilitators are often not trained to provide pertinent knowledge.
Therefore, it is absolutely imperative that schools set up such a
facility to answer the questions of which career to pursue, how to
go about the admission procedures, what the cost of the course is,
which universities provide the courses of their choice etc. Only if the
counselling is right, will the students be able to put their learnings,
aptitudes and interests to use.
The entire day was dedicated to learned discussions by dignitaries
like Mr. Ganesh Kohli, Founder of the IC3 Forum, Ms. Vidya
Yervadekar, Director of the Symbiosis Society, Principals,
Counsellors and Teachers of several well known schools of Pune,
regarding why and how to make the necessary resources for
Career cells available in every school.
The programme was also graced by Mr. Mahesh Dharmadhikari,
the Regional Director of CBSE, Pune Office. He shared his thoughts
about how CBSE thinks schools should guide their High School
students. He commended Nirmal Ma'am and Ganesh Sir for their
efforts to arrange such conclaves as this.
The day was not only an educational one for the visitors but an
immensely enjoyable one too. The take aways for each stakeholder
were very rich indeed.

GLIMPSES OF THE EVENT

FORM MORNING - GRADE IX
On June 11th, the students of Grade IX presented their Form Morning
through an exuberant performance of the adaptation of Roald Dahl’s
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. This is a fantastical tale that
revolves around a small boy Charlie, who chances upon a once in a
lifetime opportunity of visiting the factory of a chocolate-wiz, Mr. Willy
Wonka.
The tale that ensues is one of adventure and fascination, and involves
value education in every turn of event. The story which has completed
fifty years since its release, is still an all-time favourite, and its
rendition on the stage by the children, with mesmerizing dance, music
and dramatics, was truly laudable.
The vivid narration made the experience memorable indeed. It was
embellished with memorable performances, impactful dialogues and
backdrops that depicted a keen eye to detail and creativity. The
production was a true testament to the talent of the students of Grade
IX, who took an already beloved story and made it even more special,
within a very short span of time. The sustained efforts of the CCA team
and all the Facilitators in charge, truly warrants applause for having
choreographed the entire event along with honing the skills of the
students. The dedication of the students to their respective parts,
resulted in harmonized coherency which was imminently stellar.
The Form Morning was a resounding success and was met with lots of
applause from the parents, peers and faculty who witnessed it.

GLIMPSES OF THE EVENT

FORM MORNING - GRADE VI

The Form Mornings at The Kalyani School are back in full swing.
On the morning of 18th June, the young and talented students of grade
VI were excited to showcase their artistic flair, after a gap of two
years. The mood of the children was upbeat, and the colourful
costumes reflected their gladness to be back to their normal life once
again. The topic of the programme was ‘Sur v/s Asur’, a musical
rendition of a play written by Saurav Nayar, a young author from
Mumbai. It was a story about a teenage boy who fell asleep while
studying for his music exam. In his dream, his sister and he were
transported to a world of music and encountered different musical
personalities along the way. It was a fantasy that was full of
adventure, friendship, struggle and celebrations that took the
audience on a lyrical and melodious journey. The audience were
treated to dances and music of different genres and had a wonderful
time in a world which was as beautiful as a dream. The performance
left the audience spell bound and they went home with rich takeaways
and a brimming heart to enjoy for a long time.

GLIMPSES OF THE EVENT

FORM AFTERNOON - GRADE VIII

The students of Grade VIII presented their Form Afternoon on 25th
of June, which was a Musical Drama, ‘Ek Naya Taj’. The story
explores Shahjahan’s reactions of bewilderment and annoyance
when he comes alive in the modern age. Shahjahan gives orders to
immediately reconstruct the Taj Mahal, to restore its beauty and
splendour of yore.
Keeping this in mind, Shahjahan is shown to entrust this task to
CPWD Chief Engineer Guptaji, a shrewd, corrupt official, who
entraps the Emperor in the snares of bureaucracy and red-tape,
leading to many hilarious situations. The ridiculous governmental
procedures and the different officials with the same intention of
corruption, take 10 years just to float the tender notice of the Taj.
The play took the audience on a roller coaster ride of laughter
and entertainment, while all the time, highlighting the
contradicting emotions and serious concerns of the current
situation.
The audience were treated to folk, classical and environmental
dances and music of different genres. The performances were
much appreciated by the audience, and they went home with a
heart filled with entertainment and a lot of food for thought.

GLIMPSES OF THE EVENT

SCHOOL COUNCIL ELECTION
AND INVESTITURE - 2022
The yearly Election process of electing the School Head Boy, Head
Girl, the Sports Captains and the House Captains and Vice-Captains,
took place in the school campus in the 2nd and 3rd weeks of June.
The objective of conducting this event every year, is not only to elect
the school leaders, but also to apprise the students of Grades V to
XII, how through a democratic election system, the adult citizens of
our country elect the representatives of the states. The procedure
followed in the school reflects the same system of campaigning,
voting and investiture of the real election system of India. The Head
Boy and Girl and the Sports Captains were selected by the
Management and teachers prior to the election. Campaigning for the
posts of House Captains and Vice-Captains were conducted after
that. Through speeches and posters, the nominated students tried to
persuade the voters of their respective Houses to vote for them. All
the students of Grades V to XII cast their votes, through a fair digital
process at the school Computer Labs on 17th of June, and the results
were declared on 20th. The new School Committee was formed and
took the Oath of Office on 27th of June. The Investiture Ceremony
2022 was all the more special, because it was another event to
earmark the return-to-normal course of life. Like every TKS
programme, this was another grand one, and was done with
appropriate solemnity and ceremony. The proud new leaders were
invested with their responsibilities and pledged to discharge their
duties with honesty, diligence and sincerity. Principal Ms. Waddan
urged the new School Council Members to reflect on how they want
to be remembered by their friends, and work accordingly, with
empathy and understanding.

OUR NEW SCHOOL COUNCIL
School Head Boy – Ben Varghese
School Head Girl – Annapoorna Narayan
Sports Head Boy – Aaryan Shourya
Sports Head Girl – Ananya Sinha

Godavari House
House Captain Boy - Alaqmar Bohori
House Captain Girl - Shravani Choudhari
Vice-Captain Boy - Ritvik Mundhra
Vice-Captain Girl - Vidushi Chouksey
Krishna House
House Captain Boy - Aradhya Lohia
House Captain Girl - Tanya Sharma
Vice-Captain Boy - Anish Gangavaram
Vice-Captain Girl - Labonyo Banerjee

Sahyadri House
House Captain Boy -Aryan Gupta
House Captain Girl - Aarushi Agarwal
Vice-Captain Boy - Arav Gaglani
Vice-Captain Girl - Mahika Nair

Koyna House
House Captain Boy - Akshat Jain
House Captain Girl - Tanushree Sonaje
Vice-Captain Boy - Praney Chainani
Vice-Captain Girl - Sharanya Ray

GLIMPSES OF THE EVENT

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
International Yoga Day is celebrated among the youth and children, to make
them understand the importance of Yoga in their lives. It helps one
understand how to maintain harmony between body and mind. It is common
knowledge that regular practice of Yoga can help us achieve better mental
and physical health. Keeping this in mind, The Kalyani School students and
teachers celebrated International Yoga Day in the Central Courtyard, on 21st
of June. They were guided by the sports and Yoga facilitators, who
performed various ‘asanas’ and the students followed the postures with
energy and enthusiasm. The teachers encouraged the students to practice
Yoga and meditation on a regular basis, for a healthy body and mind.
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